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Abstract. Orthogonal drawings of graphs are widely investigated in the
literature and many algorithms have been presented to compute such
drawings. Most of these algorithms lead to unpleasant drawings with
many bends and a large area. We present methods how to improve the
quality of given orthogonal drawings. Our algorithms try to simulate the
thinking of a human spectator in order to achieve good results. We also
give instructions how to implement the strategies in a way that a good
runtime performance can be achieved.

1 Introduction

Among the various layout styles orthogonal drawings play a central role in graph
drawing. There are many applications like ER-diagrams and workflow visualiza-
tion where orthogonal drawings are required. The quality of these drawings is
usually estimated by analyzing them with respect to some cost function like the
amount of used area, the number of bends and various others.

The two main categories of algorithms consist of

– fast algorithms (almost linear time) which guarantee a good worst-case per-
formance but usually produce drawings of poor quality. Examples for such
approaches are [19,14,1,2].

– good algorithms which guarantee good quality, but have a slow performance
[18,8].

If we look at this situation from a practical point of view we can easily state that
these two classes are disjoint. In several papers, the approaches have been experi-
mentally compared (see e.g. [4]) and the good algorithms clearly outerperformed
the fast algorithms with regard to the quality of the drawings.
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Nevertheless, it is evident that not only the results of the fast algorithms but
also of the good algorithms can be more or less drastically improved by man-
ual modifications in most cases. In this paper, we present a framework for effi-
cient local changes to improve the quality of any given orthogonal drawing. We
demonstrate how the drawings produced by a fast algorithm or even by a good
algorithm can be improved such that the result will be clearly better than the
solution directly found by good approaches. After having done our automatic
improvements, even an experienced layout person will have a hard time to find
places for further manual improvements.

Since the algorithm improves the quality of the drawing step by step, this process
can be done interactively. The user can determine (by passing a parameter) how
much time he likes to spend. The more time he is willing to wait, the better the
quality of the resulting drawing.

In the following we present four methods to save bends or area: Moving, Match-
ing, Morphing and Merging. We demonstrate the power of these strategies by
giving examples.

2 The Model

To construct orthogonal drawings, the drawing plane is subdivided by horizontal
and vertical gridlines of unit spacing λ. The vertices of the graph are represented
by rectangles of size (wλ − λ

2 ) × (hλ − λ
2 ) for some positive integers w and h.

They are placed such that the borders of the rectangles overlap the gridlines by
λ
4 . Such drawings have the nice property that the distance between two vertices
on gridpoints with unit distance is the same as the size of the smallest possible
vertex. The intersections of the gridlines with the rectangle define the set of
ports, namely the positions where the start (end) points of the incident edges
may be placed. All segments of the edges are placed on gridlines. They may
cross but not overlap, and also the rectangles representing the vertices must be
disjoint. See Fig. 1 for an example; the gridpoints are marked with a cross in
this figure.

Orthogonal drawings naturaly support the drawing of vertices of degree at most
4; the strategy described above permits to handle vertices with a higher degree
in the same natural way. One of the most appealing drawing models within
this framework is the so-called bignode-model (see e.g. [7,3]). Here the number
of vertical gridlines intersecting the rectangle for vertex v (roughly the width
of v) is determined by the maximum of the number of incident edges at the
top and bottom side of the rectangle. The height of v is restricted analogously.
Thus every vertex is as large as it must be to allow a proper orthogonal edge
distribution. Many previous approaches do not meet this criterion (e.g. GIOTTO
[18], visibility representations (e.g. [16,13])) and might lead to drawings with
unnecessarily large vertices.
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Fig. 1. Notation of the used model.

3 The 4M-Algorithm

3.1 Moving

Moving is an operation that does not change the angles and bends of the drawing
but the length of edge segments. Thus Moving cannot save bends, but it is a
very powerful method to save area.

The basic idea of Moving is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. A simple example for Moving.

The part of the drawing at the right side of the dashed line is moved by one unit,
reducing the width of the drawing. This seems to be an easy operation, but Fig.
3 shows that even for very small graphs the situation can be more complicated.

The problem of formulating and finally implementing this method reduces to
defining the possible course of the dashed line which we call moving-line. We
perform Moving in two phases, a horizontal phase and a vertical phase. In the
following we only describe the horizontal phase (the vertical phase can be for-
mulated analogously).

Let Γ be an orthogonal drawing and Γ ′ the (planar) drawing where bends and
edge crossings are replaced by artificial vertices. Subdivide every face of Γ ′ into
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Fig. 3. A more difficult example for the moving-line.

horizontal stripes by adding artificial vertices and edges such that every stripe is
a (not necessarily bounded) rectangle (see Fig. 4 for an example). The resulting
drawing is called Γ ′′ 1.

Fig. 4. An orthogonal drawing is partitioned into stripes.

The purpose for generating the drawing Γ ′′ is to avoid overlapping parts in the
resulting drawing.

Definition 1 (moving-line J) An area-saving moving-line J is a line that ful-
fils the following conditions:

a) J is directed and consists of horizontal and vertical pieces.
b) J starts above of the topmost object of Γ ′′ and ends below the bottommost

object of Γ ′′.
c) J does not intersect any vertical edge of Γ ′′.
d) Every horizontal edge of Γ ′′ that is intersected by a piece of J which is

directed downward has a finite length larger than or equal to two.

After finding a moving-line J the new (smaller) drawing can be constructed by
decreasing the length of every edge of Γ ′′ that is intersected by J in downward
direction by one unit and by increasing by one unit the length of every edge of
Γ ′′ that is intersected by J in upward direction. Since J intersects the border of
Γ ′′ in downward direction the total area of the drawing decreases. Moving can
1 All operations described in the rest of the paper work on Γ ′′. We will only describe

horizontal operations.
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be intuitively seen as separating the drawing in two parts (at the left side and at
the right side of the moving-line) and then moving one part closer to the other
one.

Finding a moving-line can be implemented as finding a path in the planar dual
graph (which is well-defined since Γ ′′ is planar). We use dfs for that purpose.

Note that the moving-line is not necessarily monotonous in y-direction. In general
it is necessary to increase the length of some edges in order to shorten other ones
(see Fig. 3 for an example). For practical applications however, we often only look
for monotonous moving-lines; by that, we can perform several moving-operations
simultaneously, which is more efficient than in the general case (see Section 4).

Remarks:Moving resembles the compaction techniques developed for VLSI lay-
out [10,11,12]. The three remaining operations (Matching, Morphing, Merging)
are novel. The idea of dividing a drawing in two parts and modifying one part
was first mentioned in [15], where one part of the drawing was turned by 90◦ in
order to save bends.

3.2 Matching

The next operation called Matching is designed for saving bends. The idea is to
save a bend b on an edge e = (u, v) by moving either u or v to the place of b (to
match a bend with a vertex). See Fig. 5 for an example.

u

v
b

u

v

Fig. 5. Matching bend b with vertex v using a matching-line.

We use the intuition given in the previous section. Let e be an edge incident to a
vertex v. Moving v to the geometric place of a bend b on e can be performed by
finding a line (analogously to the moving-line) that separates the drawing in two
parts, v and b being in different parts. It is not necessary to move a part of the
border of the drawing because we do not want to save area. Thus the new line
(the matching-line) J is a closed simple line that does not necessarily traverse
the outer face.

Definition 2 (matching-line J) A bend-saving matching-line J is a line that
fulfils the following conditions (let s be the segment of e between v and b):
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a) J is directed and consists of horizontal and vertical pieces.
b) J starts and ends in the face at the side of e where b has its 270◦-angle and

intersects the segment s
c) J does not intersect any vertical edge of Γ ′′.
d) Every horizontal edge of Γ ′′ (besides s) that is intersected by a piece of J

which is directed downward has a finite length larger than the length of s.

See Fig. 5 for an example. The new drawing can be constructed by shifting the
whole part of the drawing Γ ′′ ‘inside’ of the matching-line to the left such that
v replaces b.

3.3 Morphing

Morphing is a procedure that saves bends by resizing vertices. The basic idea of
Morphing is illustrated in Fig 6.

1) Save a bend next to vertex v by expanding v such that it now covers the
bend.

2) Resize the vertex back to the smallest possible size.

v v
v

Fig. 6. The two main steps of the Morphing-algorithm.

There are three conditions why Morphing can fail in the bignode-model:

a) The resulting vertex intersects with another object of the graph.
b) The resulting vertex does not fit the bignode-condition anymore (minimal

possible size). Two problems must be distinguished here:
b1) The vertex became wider. Thus the number of edges incident to its top

respectively bottom side must be checked.
b2) The number of edges incident to the vertex’ right side was decreased.

Thus the height of the vertex must be checked.

Fig. 7 shows examples where Morphing is not possible because of either of the
three above reasons. Note that in the middle and in the right drawing v is not
a legal bignode.
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v
v

Fig. 7. Three cases where Morphing is impossible.

Let v be a vertex in an orthogonal drawing Γ ′′ with an incident edge e; let b
be a bend on e and s the segment of e between v and b such that s has length
one. Each of the three conditions can be seen as moving parts of the drawing:
condition a) demands moving not the whole vertex, but moving the right border
of v to the column of b. In Fig. 6 the right border of v was moved to the bend
whereas the left border kept its original position. Condition b1) says that if the
number of edges incident at the bottom side of v is smaller than the number
of edges incident to v at its top side, then we must move the right border of v
and a part of the lower border of v to the left in order to remove unused ports
on both horizontal borders of v. Condition b2) says that if the number of edges
incident to the left side of v is smaller than the number of edges incident to v
at its right side, then we must move the lower border of v (and possibly a part
of the left border, too) upward in order to remove unused ports at both vertical
sides of v.

Analogously to Moving and Matching we can describe these operations with a
morphing-line. Since we want to change the shape of a vertex we regard the ver-
tex in question as a face and allow the morphing-line to traverse that face (resp.
vertex). By that some parts of the border of the vertex are extended or short-
ened. The necessary conditions for the morphing-line can easily be developed
analogously to Moving and Matching and are skipped here.

Fig. 8 illustrates that the morphing-line consists of three parts, all of them
traversing the vertex v. Rather than regarding each part as a separate line we
link the three parts together and consider them as one line. That enables us to
test all three conditions simultaneously. Note that an additional Moving at the
end would even save two gridlines.
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Remark: The inverse operation to Morphing was described in [17], where it
was used to shrink vertices by introducing bends in order to get an orthogonal
drawing out of a visibility representation.

Fig. 8. The three parts of the morphing-line.

3.4 Merging

Moving tries to save area, Matching and Morphing are designed to save bends.
Our last algorithm has the purpose of reduce the size of vertices. In mosts cases
this also means to save area. The basic idea of this method is to merge locally
two gridlines into one. Merging is a two-step procedure, Fig. 9 shows an example
for a simple Merging. First we perform a Morphing in the opposite way: Vertex
v is contracted by introducing a bend on the edge (v, w). This means that we
have to find an inverse morphing-line to resize the vertex. In the second step
this bend is matched to w. Thus the final drawing has as many bends as before,
but we reduced the size of one vertex. Like for Morphing we can perform both
steps simultaneously in one call of a pathfinding procedure by linking together
the lines to a merging-line (the exact definition of this line can easily be derived
from the results in the previous sections).
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Fig. 9. An example for Merging.

4 Implementation Issues and Time Complexity

4.1 Worst Case Analysis

After having presented the ideas behind our algorithms we now analyze their
runtime behavior.

Theorem 1 The total running time of a complete run of 4M is O(n2).

Proof (Sketch). 4M basically consists of three steps:

1. Computing the subdivision into stripes which can be done in time O(n·log n)
by using a sweep-line method.

2. Finding a line which takes linear time for performing a variant of dfs.
3. Redrawing the graph which is obviously a linear-time procedure.

But we do not have to recompute the data structure after each step from scratch.
We maintain the stripes as balanced trees where the corresponding objects are
stored. Inserting and deleting into this data structure can be done in logarithmic
time, thus the time necessary before we can start to find the next line is very
short. If we assume that our initial drawing only had a linear number of bends
(most orthogonal drawing algorithms guarantee such a bound) we have a linear
bound for the number of actions each of them requiring linear time.

4.2 Fast and Good Variants of 4M

As mentioned earlier the 4M-algorithm is designed for practical use rather than
to establish new theoretical results. Running 4M without time limits leads to
similar bounds of the running-time as the good algorithms themselves. But 4M
can easily be implemented not to find quasi-optimal solutions, but still to find
good solutions while guaranteeing a short running-time. The main observation is
that almost all (matching-, morphing-, merging-) lines have a very short length
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in practical examples. Thus looking for lines consisting of at most k segments
and bounding k by a constant (e.g. k = 10) leads to almost the same results as a
complete run of 4M, but only needs constant time per operation (plus updating
the data structure). Moreover the parameter k can be determined by the user.

Using this strategy one matching-, morphing- or merging-step can be performed
in constant time. We cannot use this technique for Moving because the moving-
line has to traverse the complete drawing in one dimension; thus its length cannot
be bounded by a constant. But we can be tricky here though: First we replace
intermediate Movings (being necessary for example to move a bend closer to a
vertex in order to perform Morphing which requires unit distance between vertex
and bend) by local operations (that do not save space); these steps again can be
performed in constant time. Further we restrict ourselves to do ‘real’ Movings
at the very end of the algorithm and only compute monotonous lines. They can
be computed simultaneously in a right-first dfs manner in linear time and we do
not lose much quality, although being unable to find all possible moving-lines.
Implementing all these ideas leads to algorithm Quick-4M:

Theorem 2 Quick-4M can be implemented to run in O(n · log n) time.

Experiments show that the results of Quick-4M have almost the same quality as
the drawings computed by 4M.

The main drawback of 4M is that there is no natural order how to apply the op-
erations. Indeed the order is very important: Applying one method can destroy
the necessary conditions for other improvement steps. If we are willing to spend
more time we can formulate the problem as a max-flow-problem in a correspond-
ing network, with the purpose of finding the maximum possible progress instead
of any local progress. By the augmenting paths technique we can ‘reverse’ some
actions, and find another ‘order’ which gives better results.

The runtime of this procedure is O(n2 log n) which is not much worse than
performing a complete 4M and we can expect to improve the quality of our
drawings.

Another way of improving the algorithm is to be smart in the choice of the
vertex (resp. bend) that we are dealing with. So far we try any vertex to find a
suitable candidate for the starting point of a line. If we are unlucky, the ‘good’
candidates come at the end. To avoid this situation we can start our search at
all vertices simultaneously; as soon as one line J has been found (the shortest
one), we block the region inside of J from being entered by other lines. This
improves the efficiency of the algorithm.

These approaches can only be hints how to improve the drawings further and
require more research and experiments.
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5 Conclusion

We have presented four algorithms to modify a given orthogonal drawing. Table
1 shows how these operations can change the size of the vertices, the total area
of the drawing and the number of bends. A ’+’-sign means an improvement with
regard to the corresponding criterion, a ’–’-sign a possible worsening, an ’=’-sign
no change.

Table 1. How the methods can change the drawing.

vertex
size

area bends

Moving = + =

Matching + = + = +

Morphing + = – + = +

Merging + + =

Even with the realization of the max-flow-network indicated in the previous
section, it is still an interesting open problem to determine a good order how to
perform the four methods. At least at the very end, a moving-operation should
be performed because a drawing that still allows moving-steps often contradicts
human users’ aesthetic feeling (see e.g. Fig. 8).

The remaining question is how to compute an initial drawing for 4M. The best
results can be obtained when there are not many bends on a single edge, whereas
the total number of bends is not so important. Thus the staircase-algorithm
(presented in [6]) is an ideal start for a drawing algorithm which uses 4M. For
the staircase algorithm guarantees drawings with one bend per edge for planar
graphs and the usual methods can be applied to extend it for nonplanar graphs.

Fig. 10 and 11 show an impressive example for the power of 4M: First an initial
drawing computed by the staircase algorithm is shown. Then the same graph
after applying 4M to the result of the staircase algorithm can be seen and the
same graph drawn by the provably ‘good’ algorithm Kandinsky [7]. 4M clearly
outerperforms the Kandinsky-result.

Summarizing the results of this paper we state that (by combining 4M with
the staircase-algorithm) we have for the first time a fast algorithm that com-
putes orthogonal drawings pleasant for a human observer. The secret of 4M is
that the algorithm tries to apply exactly the operations that a person would
perform intuitively. Further investigation and research in this direction are cer-
tainly necessary. For a more detailed description, practical results and a complete
documentation of the implementation see [9].
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Fig. 10. An orthogonal drawing produced by the staircase algorithm.
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Fig. 11. Orthogonal drawings of the graph of Fig. 10 by the Kandinsky algo-
rithm

(left side) and produced by 4M starting with the drawing of Fig. 10 (right side).
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